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Also known as Form 2: SHORT TERM* AND DOMESTIC TRAVEL
(*this is technically not required for trips <1 day in duration, but it provides a nice roadmap and
placeholder in our field trip paperwork management system)
http://www2.montana.edu/policy/student_trips/
Please provide a copy of this form to Julie Witte (lresfrontdesk@montana.edu) in advance of the trip.
This template prepared by Tony Hartshorn | anthony.hartshorn@montana.edu and w2qis designed for fieldtrips <1 day in duration:

Name of Program or Event: ______________________________
Name of Sponsoring Unit: Department of Land Resources and Environmental Sciences
Sponsoring Unit Contact: Tracy Sterling, Dept. Head
Dates of the proposed off campus travel: ________________________________________
Name and cell phone number of the Trip Coordinator: _______________________________
Description of Itinerary:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Emergency Guidelines for Students:
In case of emergency or incident of injury, criminal activity, property loss, disruptive participant,
violation of trip rules or other unusual activity, the Trip Coordinator will contact the sponsoring unit
contact person

Tracy Sterling, (406) 994-7060
and report the activity. If not available, call University Police dispatch at (406) 994-2121.

In case of an automobile accident:
1.

If there are any injuries, call an ambulance. Most communities have a "911" system that
would allow you to call a single number to dispatch all necessary emergency services.

2.

Call the local police or highway patrol and report the accident.
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3.

Call the Trip Coordinator and the Sponsoring Unit contact. The Sponsoring Unit Contact
is responsible for contacting the appropriate on campus officials and shall call
Transportation Services if a university vehicle is involved, etc. If the contact is not
available, call the University Police dispatch (406) 994-2121.

4.

Make arrangements for the students' alternative travel.

5.

Advise the designated university contact of what the plans are for each student.

6.

Complete Incident Report. The person most knowledgeable about the incident should
complete the report. If there are questions about filling out the report, contact Safety
and Risk Management (406) 994-2711. A hardcopy of that incident report follows:
http://www.montana.edu/wwwsrm/Insurance/claimincidentreport.htm

http://www.montana.edu/wwwsrm/Insurance/srm_incidentreportform_122012_re
ader.pdf
Please fill out the 3 page form below as much as you can. After signing, you may fax the form to
(406) 994-7040, scan and email the form to insurance@montana.edu, or mail the form to:
Safety & Risk Management
1160 Research Drive
Bozeman MT 59718

Julie Witte can provide you with a summary version of the Incident Report for your
glove compartment, if you wish. This way, should there be an incident to report, you
can note the details at the scene.
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Also known as Form 3: Participant Agreement & Photo Release
Participant Name: _____________________________
As a participant in a trip offered through the MSU, I understand and agree to the following terms listed
below:
1.

I will attend the required orientations. If I do not attend these orientations, I
understand I will not be able to participate in the trip. If I am unable to attend the
orientations due to my class schedule, I will coordinate an alternate orientation time
with the trip sponsors.

2.

I will respect the authority and responsibility of the Trip Coordinators and will abide by
their decisions.

3.

I take full responsibility for meeting the financial responsibilities of the trip (program fee
and personal expenses).

4.

I understand that this trip is a substance free trip and thus I agree not to consume
alcohol or use illegal drugs while on these trips.

5.

I will stay with the group throughout the trip.

6.

The trip ends upon return to the MSU campus. I will return with my group unless prior
arrangements have been made and approved by the sponsoring unit. MSU is not
responsible for any person who is approved to travel separate from the group.

7.

I understand that MSU does not provide health, accident, disability, or other insurance
to trip participants. I have health insurance coverage and I have contacted my insurance
company to receive appropriate documentation and will carry it with me at all times. I
agree to be responsible for payment of all medical treatment while on this trip.

8.

I agree to inform the trip sponsor of any existing medical conditions that might require
treatment, accommodation for participation in trip activities, or about which medical
personnel should be informed.

9.

I understand that I represent MSU and that this is a University trip. Therefore, I agree to
be bound by the rules established for the trip, University rules, policies and regulations,
and further agree to follow all laws of the city, state, or country while on the trip. I
understand it is important to the success of the present trip and the continuance of
future programs that participants observe standards of conduct that would not
compromise MSU in the eyes of the individuals and organizations with which it has
dealings. Students on trips will uphold the MSU Student Code of Conduct:
http://www2.montana.edu/policy/.
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10.

I understand that the MSU may terminate my participation for failure to behave and act
in accordance with the program’s regulations on conduct, for failure to follow the
instructions and directions of the program trip coordinators and/or supervisors, or for
any acts of conduct which are detrimental to or incompatible with the interest,
harmony, comfort, or welfare of the program as a whole. If my participation is
terminated for these reasons, I agree that there will be no refund of payments and I
understand I will be sent home immediately at my own expense.

11.

I will contact the sponsoring unit and/or MSU’s Disability Services office if I need
reasonable accommodations to participate in the trip as soon as possible so that
appropriate arrangements can be made to allow me to participate. I understand that if I
do not seek accommodations in a timely manner, the accommodation may not be able
to be provided.

Participant Signature: __________________________________________

Date: _________________

__________________________________________________________
Photo Release [optional]
I grant MSU the right and permission to use any photographs of me taken in connection with this trip. I
understand and agree to the above stated conditions and responsibilities and hereby confirm that all
information which I have provided is correct and current.
Trip Participant Name (printed): ________________________________

Trip Participant Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _____________________
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Also known as Form 1:
Montana State University
Student Travel Participant List
Class: ____________________________
Date of Trip: _____________________________
Please provide a copy of this form to Julie Witte (lresfrontdesk@montana.edu) in advance of the trip.

Name of Student

Emergency Contact

Copy/insert additional rows as necessary
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Phone Number of
Emergency Contact

Relationship to
Emergency Contact
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Also known as Form 4:
DRIVER’S AGREEMENT
I have agreed to act as a driver on this trip. I agree that I have a valid driver's license and will:
o

o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Signature:
Printed Name:
Date:
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Use and require all passengers to use seat belts or other available occupant restraints
and require all occupants to do likewise in accordance with state laws. (The number of
passengers may not exceed the number of seat belts.)
Operate the vehicle in accordance with applicable university and Board of Regents
policies, know and observe all applicable traffic laws, ordinances and regulations, and
use safe driving practices at all times.
Assume all responsibility for any and all fines or traffic violations associated with his/her
use of the vehicles.
Take a 30 minute break every 4 hours.
Will not drive between the hours of 1:00 am and 5 am, unless an exception is granted by
the sponsoring unit.
Not allow the use of alcohol or drug use by anyone in the vehicle while they are in the
vehicle.
Not use electronic devices such as cell phones while driving, unless these are required for
navigational assistance or emergency purposes. Use of Inverters and other types of
charging devices are fine.
Not transport unauthorized passengers such as hitchhikers, family members, or friends,
unless approved by the Trip Coordinator.
Turn off the vehicle, remove the keys, and lock the vehicle when it is left unattended.
Drive the vehicle at speeds appropriate for road conditions.
Immediately report all accidents or violations to the police and the sponsoring unit.
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Additional transportation related forms and fun reading

Here’s the detail of the 3rd and 4th sections, in case you’re curious:

2.6.203 AUTHORIZED DRIVERS AND USES
(1) Except as otherwise provided in this rule, the following individuals may operate a
state vehicle if the driver possesses a valid driver's license appropriate to the type of
vehicle to be driven, meets driver requirements set out in ARM 2.6.205, and the uses
are as provided below:
(a) a state employee to conduct business on behalf of the state;
(b) a state employee in travel status to obtain food and lodging and to respond to
medical emergency situations;
(c) a state employee required to conduct state business to obtain items needed
while in travel status;
(d) a state employee may park a state vehicle overnight at the employee's residence
if the employee must begin travel the next day or if the employee is subject to
emergency response, on-call, or other off-shift duty associated with state employment;
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(e) a state employee required to stay overnight at a location other than the
employee's established work location during nonwork time to drive to a cultural,
recreational, or leisure activity or to conduct other personal business, if the activity is
within 30 miles of the employee's lodging;
(f) a nonstate employee enrolled and registered as a student at a university of the
state to conduct university business;
(g) a nonstate employee to aid or assist a disabled state employee if the aide has
completed the Risk Management and Tort Defense Division's (RMTD) vehicle use
agreement and obtained authorization from the agency head or designee prior to the
use;
(h) a nonstate employee to assist a state employee or other individual during a
medical emergency for transportation and related purposes. Prior approval is not
required;
(i) a nonstate employee accompanying a state employee on official state business
where the state employee becomes ill, fatigued, or is otherwise rendered physically or
mentally incapable of driving and/or a compelling state interest is served by allowing the
nonstate employee to drive. Prior approval is not required; and
(j) an inmate of a state prison who must operate a state vehicle to fulfill job duties for
a position with Montana Correctional Enterprises or a state prison, and who is approved
by the appropriate division as outlined in Montana State Prison/Montana Women's
Prison/Montana Correctional Enterprises Procedure. If an inmate who is allowed to
drive on Department of Corrections' property under this rule does not have a valid
driver's license, the inmate may drive a state vehicle if:
(i) the inmate has a valid facility driving permit;
(ii) is timely paying fines, if any, associated with the inmate's loss of a driver's
license; and
(iii) is working toward obtaining a valid state of Montana driver's license.
(2) Any exception to the authorized drivers and uses requires the prior written
approval of the Risk Management and Tort Defense Division.
History: 2-17-424, MCA; IMP, 2-9-201, 2-9-305, 2-17-424, MCA; NEW, 2001 MAR p.
2013, Eff. 10/12/01; AMD, 2012 MAR p. 2595, Eff. 12/21/12.
2.6.204 AUTHORIZED PASSENGERS AND USES
(1) Except as otherwise provided in this rule, the following individuals may ride as
passengers in a state vehicle:
(a) a state employee conducting business on behalf of the state; or
(b) a non-state employee who is:
(i) an independent contractor conducting business on behalf of the state;
(ii) an aide rendering assistance to a disabled state employee;
(iii) a guest or client of the state, including a public employee, if conducting,
participating in, or providing a benefit to the conduct of state business;
(iv) rendering assistance during an emergency situation; or
(v) a nursing infant if the parent is an authorized driver or passenger.
(2) Any exception to the authorized passengers and uses requires the prior written
approval of the risk management and tort defense division.
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History: 2-17-424, MCA; IMP, 2-9-201, 2-9-305, and 2-17-424, MCA; NEW, 2001
MAR p. 2013, Eff. 10/12/01.

400.00 Transportation:
401.00 Automobile: Any driver of a vehicle used for a student trip must agree that he/she will:
















Have a valid driver's license.
Use and require all passengers to use seat belts or other available occupant restraints and require all
occupants to do likewise in accordance with state laws. (The number of passengers may not exceed the
number of seat belts.)
Operate the vehicle in accordance with applicable university and Board of Regents policies, know and
observe all applicable traffic laws, ordinances and regulations, and use safe driving practices at all
times.
Assume all responsibility for any and all fines or traffic violations associated with his/her use of the
vehicles.
Take a 30 minute break every 4 hours..
Driving should generally not take place between the hours of 1:00 am and 5 am. Exceptions can be
granted by the sponsoring unit if appropriate.
Not allow the use of alcohol or drug use by anyone in the vehicle.
Not use electronic devices while driving.
Not transport unauthorized passengers such as hitchhikers, family members, or friends.
Turn off the vehicle, remove the keys, and lock the vehicle when it is left unattended.
Drive the vehicle at speeds appropriate for road conditions.
Immediately report all accidents or violations to the police and the sponsoring unit. The sponsoring unit
is responsible for completing the Safety & Risk ManagementIncident Report within 5 days.

A Driver's Agreement [Form 4]
may be used for this purpose. Students driving university vehicles must follow
the State Vehicle Use Policy if using a state vehicle and the BOR Policy 1002.2 Vehicle Policy.

Note that what this part of the Student Travel Policy fails to mention is the need for any student (TA) or
faculty or staff who is driving a university vehicle to complete the form above. And unfortunately this
last link from the MSU Student Travel Policy is broken, so a pdf of that BOR policy is provided here:
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Before the trip:
Drivers
Have all drivers sign the MSU-Bozeman vehicle use form if they are driving a State vehicle; this MUST be
turned into Julie Witte. She will make sure a copy gets to HR. This is that form
(http://www.montana.edu/hr/NewTermEmp/VehicleUseForm.pdf):

P
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If you want to know what the State of Montana Vehicle Use Policy is, check out the screenshot from the
State of Montana on page 10 (source:
http://www.mtrules.org/gateway/Subchapterhome.asp?scn=2%2E6%2E2). On page 12 of this
document is more information on the transportation component of the MSU Student Travel Policy.
If your driver is using their personal vehicle, please have them sign the Driver Agreement Form (#4) on
page 9, which essentially makes them aware of the fact they are liable for everything.

Students
Have all students sign Form 1 (emergency contact info; a Respondus-ready form is being worked on so
that you can integrate it into your D2L course seamlessly) and Form 3, and if applicable—if they are
driving other student participants in their personal vehicles—Form 4.
Faculty completes Form 2, the first in this packet.
Provide a copy of Forms 1 and 2 to Julie Witte.
Orient students. Encourage or require a “buddy system.”
Orient Trip Coordinators: Do they have First Aid training? Are they familiar with emergency protocols?

On the trip:
Take attendance—the emergency contact form would work for this purpose.
Snap a picture of the attendance sheet and email Julie Witte: lresfrontdesk@montana.edu.
Be alert. Be prepared.

During the trip:
Be sure you have cell service or some way of alerting the Sponsoring Unit Contact, Tracy Sterling (406)
994-4605 or campus dispatch 994-2121.
Other potentially useful emergency numbers:
403.00 What to do in case of an emergency/car accident:
1.
2.

If there are any injuries, call an ambulance. Most communities have a "911" system that would allow you to
call a single number to dispatch all necessary emergency services.
Call the local police or highway patrol and report the accident.
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3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Call the designated university contact. The designated university contact is responsible for contacting the
appropriate campus officials and shall call Transportation Services if a university vehicle is involved, etc. If
the contact is not available, call the University Police dispatch (406) 994-1212.
If a university vehicle is involved and is not operational, call a tow truck to take the vehicle to the nearest
auto repair shop. If possible, Transportation Services should be notified before a tow truck is called and
repairs are made.
Make arrangements for the students' alternative travel and/or lodging. The students may wish to wait for
repairs if that is possible or may make alternative travel plans.
Advise the designated university contact of what the plans are for each student.
Complete Incident Report. The person most knowledgeable about the incident should complete the report. If
there are questions about filling out the report, contact Safety and Risk Management (406) 994-2711.
In the case of an incident or a near-miss, recognize that much can be learned from both incidents and near
misses to prevent future incidents. Therefore, take the time to evaluate and revise travel procedures if
necessary.

1100.00 Important Phone numbers
University Police (24 hour dispatch)
Dean of Students Office
Safety and Risk Management
Office of Activities and Engagement
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(406) 994-2121
(406) 994-2828
(406) 994-2711
(406) 994-6902

